
Oil

Thursday, the oil market rebounded and the Brent front month contract closed at 64,20 USD/bbl, 0,52 USD/bbl higher than the previous 
close. The most recent US inventory data showed a decline, which offered some bullish support to the market. The bullish sentiment 
continues early Friday, where hopes about a trade war deal between the US and China are increasing, while the Conservative win in 
yesterday’s British election adds to the upside. 

Gas
Following a long bearish run, the European gas markets experienced the first bullish day in a several weeks. The upturn was perhaps 
caused by the rumors that the US and China have agreed to a deal in the countries’ long-lasting trade war. We therefore saw rising 
prices on both the short and the long end of the curve yesterday. 

Coal

Like the gas markets, the European coal markets managed to recover following eight straight days of losses yesterday. Despite the fact 
that fundamentals remain bearish, the market was reluctant to fall further. The API 2 Cal-20 contract was up 0,72 USD/t and closed the 
day at 59,99 USD/t. Friday, we could see another increase as the rallying carbon and the possible US-China trade war deal offers bullish 
support.

Carbon
We saw a modest increase yesterday on the carbon market, as traders prepared for the British election, where most polls pointed 
towards a big Conservative win. The result was indeed a victory for Boris Johnson and the market can now look forward, with more 
confidence that a Brexit solution could be reached. The market rises further Friday on the news.

Hydro
Early Friday, we see an even milder weather outlook than yesterday, with temperatures expected well above average at least until 
Christmas and likely longer. The outlook is even milder than yesterday, and precipitation is also expected above average in parts of the 
period. The forecasts are a bearish signal for the Nordic power market early Friday. 

Germany
The German power market managed to snap a multi-day losing streak yesterday. An at least-short lived rebound on the fuel markets 
and a bullish session on the carbon markets caused the German Cal-20 contract to rise 0,38 EUR/MWh to close at 42,98 EUR/MWh. 
Friday, we expect further gains as carbon looks bullish due to the big Conservative win in the British parliamentary election. 

Equities

After a bearish opening to the day, the international stock markets turned positive late in the day yesterday. Donald Trump once again 
set the agenda by tweeting that negotiations with China were positive and that he was postponing the new tariffs against China, which 
were set to start up this weekend. We expect another bullish session today following yesterday’s outcome of the British Parliamentary 
election.

Conclusion

On the Nordic power market, we saw a minor upwards adjustment yesterday. The upturn on both the fuel and carbon markets, and 
the concurrent rally on the German power market helped the Nordic power market rise as well. The Q1-20 contract was up 0,35 EUR/
MWh, closing at 41,15 EUR/MWh, while the YR-20 contract rose 0,27 EUR/MWh, settling at 35,92 EUR/MWh. Friday, we expect another 
increase, as carbon, fuels and the German power market are all up following the Conservative win the UK yesterday. Mild weather 
forecasts do however limit the upside.
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11-dec 37,74 37,88 33,30 37,22 33,37 38,34 36,34 January 41,13 42,45 43,05 43,30 47,55 41,28 41,05 January 42,79 38,45 90,22

12-dec 44,58 44,64 43,05 44,19 43,47 38,90 38,46 Q1-20 41,83 42,78 41,98 43,05 46,80 41,20 40,80 Q1-20 43,08 38,61 0,00

13-dec 34,30 35,43 36,60 37,64 41,48 37,39 36,83 2020 41,83 42,65 37,05 38,90 42,95 36,05 35,65 2020 44,13 38,24 0,00


